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   restaurant afloat on the Thames as it comes under the critical eye of TV’s Alex Polizzi 

and gluhwein on the polar tusk force

Prince of Monaco, into a
programme of Arctic, Antarctic
and South American voyages
with wonderful destinations,
magnificent wildlife and expedition
leaders specialising in marine life,
geology and glacial biology.

The ship’s strengthened hull was
put to the test as we left the fjords

and edged our way alongside the
white wilderness of the Svalbard
archipelago. In a Titanic moment,
we were jolted to consciousness at
4am by a reverberating thud. This
was it. Man the lifeboats!

But there was no alarm call,
no listing. I looked out of our
panoramic window and in the

brilliant sunshine the sight was
jaw-dropping, with large chunks
from the slowly melting icefields
gliding past as Captain Peter kept
us masterfully out of harm’s way. 

It might look beautiful and warm
outside and, out of the wind, you
could easily admire Svalbard in
shirtsleeves. But after a few

seconds on one of the ship’s Zodiac
dinghies, used for exploration, you
realise why you have silk long
johns and fleeces topped off with a
complementary parka that keeps
you warm as toast. And dry. 

After two hours in pursuit of those
elusive polar bears – there are only
5,000 in the entire Arctic – two of

our flotilla of six Zodiacs decided it
was time to return and refuel with
some gluhwein. 

We braved a wild and windy
journey back, but the four others
pressed on and found a bear. Not
to be outdone, the captain, who
had never seen a bear, took off
again in pursuit and we were
all treated to the sight of this
fabulous beast.

One species down, one to go:
walruses. And on the final day
of our expedition the Prince
Albert II carved its way into the
ice, opening the way for the Zodiacs
to get to an island where these
wonderful creatures had been
spotted slumbering. 

As we approached, several
slid into the water and, in a display
of inquisitiveness for which they
are not renowned, threaded their
way between the vessels, so close
that we could have touched them.

This was sadly our final
adventure. But what a great way 
to finish.

food: rich stews with fruit and spices.
‘It’s Cape Malay cuisine,’ says Andy,
who is playing the host while David –
deckhand and waiter, an expat South
African – hands round the plates. ‘It
started when Malaysian prisoners
arrived in South Africa in the 18th
Century,’ says Andy.

We finish off with Dutch milk tart
and I’m aware that the film crew are
looking on enviously. In the course of
making this year’s Hotel Inspector,
not only did Alex sleep in lumpy beds,
shudder at dirty bathrooms and

wince at painful decor, so did the
crew. Over the past six months, they
have experienced some of the worst
hospitality Britain has to offer.

A
FTER filming our din-
ner has been com-
pleted, Bonny brings
out more food for them,
which they leap on
with enthusiasm. The

African Queen, they say between
mouthfuls, has had by far the best
food of the current series. 

My cabin is tiny but sweet. A couple
would have to clamber over each
other to get in but it’s shipshape, 
with crisp white linen, bedside lights
and high comfort levels, including
electric blankets to supplement the
central heating. It’s not the most
soundproofed of rooms but I’m lulled
to sleep by the gentle rocking of the
boat and next morning a family of
ducklings have taken to the water. 

After breakfast, Alex seeks my
opinion about the African Queen. I
think it would be great for a family

reunion (especially as there’s a small
campsite nearby that could be used
as a teenager-overspill area), or as
a taster session for people who think
they might be cruise-phobic.

It’s mildly eccentric, very enjoy-
able: a barge holiday with high pro-
duction values. 

It offers the quintessential holiday
pleasure of doing nothing. The
centre of London is 27 locks and
three days away. Reading is a few
minutes away.

‘Reading isn’t so bad,’ says Andy,

who is passing through. ‘Especially
from the water,’ adds Alex.

‘There used to be 1,500 hire boats
between Windsor and Oxford but
now there are only 70,’ says Andy. 

Just as you think that there are no
hidden parts of Britain – especially a
spot just six miles from Reading –
you can be surprised.

Ironically, that’s the African
Queen’s problem. It’s gorgeous,
undiscovered and overlooked, but
Alex Polizzi is planning to do some-
thing about that. 

Lead-in fare for ten days’ cruising and
exploring Svalbard and Bear Island on
Silversea’s Prince Albert II from
Longyearbyen (Svalbard) to Tromso
(Norway), June 29, 2010: £2,501. Antarctic:
Ushuaia round-trip, March 9, 2010, 17-day
voyage exploring the Falkland Islands, South
Georgia and Antarctic Peninsula, lead-in fare:
£4,706. Details: www.silversea.com. Return
flights via Oslo with Scandinavian Airlines
(outbound from Heathrow to Trondheim,
return Longyearbyen to Heathrow) start at
£322. For information on SAS destinations:
0871 521 2772, www.flysas.co.uk.
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SEA VOYAGERS: A walrus and, left, the Prince Albert

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Andy and Bonny Cowley asked
TV’S Alex Polizzi to help them keep the African Queen afloat

Hotel inspector
to starboard
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